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Objectives and Contextualisation

The External Practices aim to:

Give the student the opportunity to transfer both theoretical knowledge and practical content studied
and to enter the professional world at the end of the program with a minimum of experience.
Allow entities to collaborate in the training of future professionals, contribute to realistically introduce the
knowledge that the development of tasks requires in the training of students.
Perform training actions developed by a student within any public or private, national or international
entity related to the sports world, with the objective of applying and complementing the acquired
training,
Bring the student closer to the business reality in which he will practice as a professional
Help the student to develop skills that favor their incorporation into the labor market.
If the internships are carried out outside the Spanish state, the student must take out a practical and
civil liability insurance that covers the entire internship stay. Said insurance must be sent to the
internship department two weeks before the internship start date for its corresponding validation.

Likewise, all internship agreements must contain an official digital signature of both the student and the
collaborating company.

Competences

Apply the knowledge and skills learned in a professional environment in the area of sports
management.
Apply tools and methodologies which facilitate creative and innovative thinking in everyday situations
related to the environment of sports business.

Be able to reason autonomously and critically on business topics and issues applied to sports
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Be able to reason autonomously and critically on business topics and issues applied to sports
environments.
Communicate and justify conclusions clearly and unambiguously to both specialist and non-specialist
audiences.
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously.
Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
Lead a team and work in multidisciplinary teams, participating actively on tasks and negotiating
between diverse opinions to reach positions of consensus.
Recognize the diversity of points of view, understand multiculturalism and be able to express their own
opinions while respecting divergent opinions.
Solve problems in new or little-known situations within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to
the field of study.

Learning Outcomes

Activate technical and transferable competences to complete tasks in the placement environment.
Apply a work methodology that is suited to the reality of the profession.
Apply tools and methodologies which facilitate creative and innovative thinking in everyday situations
related to the environment of sports business.
Be able to reason autonomously and critically on business topics and issues applied to sports
environments.
Communicate and justify conclusions clearly and unambiguously to both specialist and non-specialist
audiences.
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously.
Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
Lead a team and work in multidisciplinary teams, participating actively on tasks and negotiating
between diverse opinions to reach positions of consensus.
Propose actions to improve sport management processes.
Recognize the diversity of points of view, understand multiculturalism and be able to express their own
opinions while respecting divergent opinions.
Solve problems in new or little-known situations within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to
the field of study.

Content

The External Practices aim to give the student the opportunity to transfer both theoretical knowledge and
practical content studied and to enter the professional world at the end of the program with a minimum of
experience. Likewise, the internship program allows the entity to collaborate in the training of future
professionals, contributing to realistically introduce the knowledge that the development of tasks requires in the
training of students.

Methodology

Online modality
In the case of the online modality, the methodology will be adjusted in order students can achieve all the
learning outcomes specified in this guide and at the same time develop the skills and abilities of the subject.
To this end, the resources available in the modle classrooms will be optimized to maximize student
involvement and motivation (forums, debates, simulation games, case studies, online presentations, etc ...)

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities
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Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Stay in the company 200 8 1, 3, 2, 8, 9, 7, 11, 5, 6, 10, 4

Type: Supervised

Individuals tutorials 3.5 0.14 3, 9, 5, 10

Type: Autonomous

Internship report 13.5 0.54 1, 2, 9, 5, 10

Assessment

Specificities on the evaluation/assessment will be based on the internships guideline of the current academic
year.

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Company's tutor report 35% 0 0 1, 3, 2, 8, 9, 11, 5, 6, 10, 4

Internship report 25% 0 0 1, 2, 9, 5, 10

Other training activities 40% 8 0.32 9, 7, 5
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Software

N/A
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